Introduction {#section1-1533033819844489}
============

The hypofractionated regimen has drawn increasing attention for prostate cancer radiotherapy due to the much lower α/β ratio for prostate cancer than that for other cancers.^[@bibr1-1533033819844489]^ If not implemented accurately, however, a dramatically higher dose in single fraction than conventional fractionated treatment could increase the risk of delivering a high radiation dose to surrounding organs. It could lead to complications such as acute radiation proctitis,^[@bibr2-1533033819844489],[@bibr3-1533033819844489]^ which is a negative determinant of the patient's quality of life after treatment.^[@bibr4-1533033819844489]^ Tight planning target volume (PTV) margin is required for the hypofractionated regimen to escalate target dose and reduce the dose to nearby tissues. Image-guided patient setup can significantly reduce interfraction uncertainty. However, the movement of organs surrounding the prostate (e.g., bladder and rectum fillings) can impact both interfraction and intrafraction prostate positioning. Schild *et al* ^[@bibr5-1533033819844489]^ found that the distension of rectum (bladder) could shift the prostate posterior margin anteriorly (posteriorly) for more than 1 (2) mm for 50% patients and even more than 5 mm for 17% (9%) patients. Boda-Heggemann *et al* ^[@bibr6-1533033819844489]^ found the median of overall prostate intrafraction displacement to be about 3 mm. With a 3 to 5 mm PTV margin, the dosimetric consequences of both interfraction and intrafraction motion are critical.^[@bibr1-1533033819844489],[@bibr4-1533033819844489]^ If intrafraction motion is not handled well, it may lead to target underdosing and/or normal tissue complications.^[@bibr7-1533033819844489],[@bibr8-1533033819844489]^

To deal with intrafraction motion, antiflatulent diets had been proposed in order to reduce/suppress the intrafraction motion amplitudes. However, studies showed it was not effective and thus it's not recommended for the purpose of intrafraction motion reduction.^[@bibr9-1533033819844489],[@bibr10-1533033819844489]^ Real-time motion management techniques are often implemented to compensate the intrafraction prostate motion. For example, with Calypso (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, California) electromagnetic tracking system, one can acquire real-time 3D target positions by localizing the centroids of the implanted electromagnetic transponders and do interventions depending on the motion amplitude. This continuous monitoring and intervention (CMI) method has been proved to be clinically superior to conventional image-guided radiotherapy without intrafraction motion management in terms of PTV coverage.^[@bibr1-1533033819844489]^ However, Calypso system is expensive and not widely available, and Calypso beacons produce severe magnetic resonance artifacts on follow-up magnetic resonance imaging scans. Alternatively, on-board kV and MV portal imaging systems are standard for modern linacs. Continuous fluorescent kV imaging can be used to monitor the prostate motion of patients with implanted gold markers. Keall *et al* ^[@bibr11-1533033819844489]^ reported clinical treatment using continuous kV intrafraction monitoring and achieved submillimeter treatment accuracy and precision. However, continuous kV imaging imposes excessive imaging dose to the patient.

As a trade-off between no intervention (NI) and CMI, one may implement periodic monitoring and intervention (PMI) which involves imaging between/during beam deliveries. Nonetheless, PMI is "blind" to the motion during the imaging intervals. Apart from this intrinsic limitation, the choice of the imaging frequency becomes another difficult problem and often be treated empirically. Curtis *et al* ^[@bibr12-1533033819844489]^ investigated PTV margin as a function of imaging and correction frequency and provided reference frequencies for different PTV margins. They, however, assumed in their calculation that the prostate displacement was corrected instantaneously at the time of imaging. In current clinical situation without automatic motion correction, it takes up to 1 minute after imaging to manually decide and apply the couch shift.^[@bibr1-1533033819844489]^ With such a delay, the detected displacements may have changed considerably when the repositioning is actually performed, thus the management effectiveness is possibly undermined.^[@bibr13-1533033819844489],[@bibr14-1533033819844489]^

To overcome the limitation of the aforementioned methods, we previously developed a failure detection method.^[@bibr15-1533033819844489]^ It is an adaptive monitoring and intervention (AMI) strategy that uses continuous dose-free cine MV portal imaging during the treatment beam delivery and as-needed on-board kV imaging. At present, a systematic comparison among NI, PMI, and AMI strategies is absent in the literature. In this study, by treatment simulations and quantitative comparisons, we demonstrate the benefit of AMI strategy combined with automatic motion compensation during fixed-gantry intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT).

Materials and Methods {#section2-1533033819844489}
=====================

Clinical Data {#section3-1533033819844489}
-------------

The motion monitoring methods were evaluated by computer simulation using retrospective real-time 3D prostate position data recorded with implanted electromagnetic transponders (Calypso) from 37 patients treated at Yale (data set 1) and 17 patients treated at MD Anderson^[@bibr16-1533033819844489]^ (data set 2). This study uses deidentified retrospective data therefore institutional review and written consent are exempted. There are 3011 prostate motion tracks in the 2 data sets. The mean/min/max track length is 276/2/1018 seconds for data set 1 and 338/1/1114 seconds for data set 2. Short and incomplete tracks were removed based on the lengths needed for the simulations. Therefore, 1881 tracks (length \>270 seconds) were included in the IMRT simulations and 1669 tracks (length \>284 seconds) were included in the VMAT simulations. The prostate motion distributions of the 2 data sets are shown in [Figure 1](#fig1-1533033819844489){ref-type="fig"}. Since the motion amplitude distributions of the 2 data sets are similar, the 2 data sets were merged for the subsequent simulations.

![Proportion of tracks with different motion amplitudes in the 2 data sets. The amplitude is measured by the standard deviation of the 3D displacement during the first 330 seconds of each track, which is the maximal length used in our simulations.](10.1177_1533033819844489-fig1){#fig1-1533033819844489}

Five-field fixed-gantry IMRT and dual-arc VMAT deliveries were simulated by applying NI, PMI, and AMI strategies, respectively. [Table 1](#table1-1533033819844489){ref-type="table"} lists the simulation parameters. The percentage of time that the target moved from the ideal planned position by more than a 3-mm threshold was calculated for each motion management strategy, as well as the root mean square displacement. The number of kV imaging is also calculated to evaluate the additional patient imaging dose.

###### 

Protocols of IMRT and VMAT Simulations.

![](10.1177_1533033819844489-table1)

  ------------------------------ --------------------------------------------- --------------------------------- -----------------------------
  Five-field fixed-gantry IMRT   Gantry angles (IEC scale) of the fields (°)   Beam-on time for each field (s)   Interval between fields (s)
  255/315/0/45/105               20                                            20                                
  Dual-arc VMAT                  Gantry speed (°/s)                            Beam-on time for each arc (s)     Interval between arcs (s)
  5                              72                                            20                                
  ------------------------------ --------------------------------------------- --------------------------------- -----------------------------

Abbreviations: IEC, International Electrotechnical Commission; IMRT, intensity-modulated radiation therapy; VMAT, volumetric-modulated arc therapy.

No Intervention {#section4-1533033819844489}
---------------

For NI strategy, setup imaging and patient positioning were performed only at the beginning of each fraction and intrafraction motion was not monitored. We simulated 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2 minute, and 3 minute delays for manual setup. The delay accounts for the time needed after imaging to determine the target displacement and then apply the couch shift accordingly.

Periodic Monitoring and Intervention {#section5-1533033819844489}
------------------------------------

For 5-field fixed-gantry IMRT, we evaluated 2 PMI strategies: imaging before the first, third, and fifth field (low imaging frequency) or imaging before each field (high imaging frequency). For dual-arc VMAT, we also evaluated 2 strategies: imaging before each arc (low imaging frequency) or imaging before and at the middle of each arc (high imaging frequency). One second and 30 seconds intervention delays were assumed for automatic and manual intervention, respectively. A 2.5 mm correction threshold was used to determine whether a repositioning should be performed for a 3D displacement detected by simultaneous MV-kV stereoscopic imaging.^[@bibr17-1533033819844489]^

Adaptive Monitoring and Intervention {#section6-1533033819844489}
------------------------------------

The AMI strategy used in this study is an improved version of the "failure detection" strategy proposed in our previous work.^[@bibr15-1533033819844489]^ It starts with a setup MV-kV stereoscopic imaging pair and couch alignment based on the imaged target position. Cine-MV images are collected continuously during the radiation treatment and kV images are acquired occasionally as-needed based on the MV-estimated target displacement. Target position was estimated in real-time through one of the 2 forms: (1) 2D-to-3D estimation and (2) triangulation of current MV image with a reference image. For the 2D-to-3D estimation, cine-MV images, combined with prior knowledge of the prostate motion, were utilized to estimate the real-time target position. The prior knowledge is based on the population-based assumption that the displacements along anterior--posterior (AP) and superior--inferior (SI) directions, denoted δ~AP~ and δ~SI~, respectively, are strongly correlated, hence a relatively stable displacement ratio $\text{η} = \frac{\text{δ}_{\text{AP}}}{\text{δ}_{\text{SI}}}$. Besides, the amplitude of left-right motion is assumed to be much smaller than that of the other 2 directions. This assumption has been proved by many studies^[@bibr12-1533033819844489],[@bibr18-1533033819844489],[@bibr19-1533033819844489]^ and is consistent with the pelvis and prostate anatomy,^[@bibr15-1533033819844489]^ therefore can be conveniently adopted to assist 3D position estimation based on the 2D information for real-time applications. As the displacement of SI direction is always parallel to the imager for coplanar delivery, it can be accurately measured by localizing the 2D target on MV images. Then with the ratio of AP/SI, the displacement of AP direction (δ~AP~) can be estimated and the displacement perpendicular to the MV imager (δ~⊥~) can be further estimated as:
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![](10.1177_1533033819844489-eq1.jpg)

where α is the gantry angle. The 2 coordinates of the target projection in the MV imager plane and the estimated target coordinate perpendicular to the imager can be regarded as the target 3D coordinates in the MV imager coordinate system, and the machine coordinates of the target can be obtained by rigid coordinate transformation from the MV imager to the machine. In addition to the above 2D-to-3D estimation, we also estimated the 3D displacement from the isocenter using the triangulation between the current MV image and a reference position which is orthogonally projected from the 3D target position that has been measured using the latest MV-kV triangulation. The final estimated displacement was the larger one between the 2D-to-3D estimation and the triangulation estimation.

The displacement estimation is intended to be rough and fast. If the estimated displacement exceeds a preset tolerance (2.5mm in this study), kV imaging is triggered to measure the actual 3D displacement by simultaneous MV-kV imaging. Meanwhile, the AP/SI ratio η and the reference position are updated. If the actual 3D displacement is confirmed to be larger than the predetermined correction threshold (2.5 mm in this study), an automatic couch correction is conducted. In addition, due to the 2D-to-3D estimation error, sometimes kV imaging might be repeatedly triggered within a short time, but it turns out to be a series of "false alarms" (not reaching the correction threshold). To overcome this problem, the correction threshold is designed to follow a "decrease until action" rule, that is, the correction threshold decreases step by step when kV imaging is triggered until a correction is performed and then the threshold returns to its initial value. Because of the "real-time" characteristic of the AMI strategy, long correction delay is not suitable for it, so we simulated the AMI strategy only with automatic couch correction.

Results {#section7-1533033819844489}
=======

Representative Single-Track Case {#section8-1533033819844489}
--------------------------------

To provide an intuitive comparison of the performance among different motion management strategies, we show a representative single-track IMRT simulation in [Figure 2](#fig2-1533033819844489){ref-type="fig"}. Assuming a 30 seconds delay from the setup imaging to the beginning of the beam delivery and no intrafraction intervention ([Figure 2A](#fig2-1533033819844489){ref-type="fig"}), the target gradually moved away from the isocenter during the treatment, resulting in 71.5% overthreshold (3 mm) time. The value is 63.8%/13.7% using lower/higher imaging frequency PMI strategy with manual correction ([Figure 2B and C](#fig2-1533033819844489){ref-type="fig"}). If the AMI strategy is used, the percentage of overthreshold time can be reduced to only 1.6%, achieved by adaptively using 6 kV images and 3 automatic corrections ([Figure 2D](#fig2-1533033819844489){ref-type="fig"}).

![An example of motion management for 5-field IMRT delivery using (A) NI with manual setup, (B) PMI1 (low imaging frequency---imaging before the first, third, and fifth field) with manual correction, (C) PMI2 (high imaging frequency---imaging before each field) with manual correction, and (D) AMI strategy. Magenta curves represent the actual 3D displacement of the target and the blue curve in (D) represents the 3D displacement estimated using the cine MV images. The red circle symbols show the time at which kV imaging occurred according to the different estimation algorithms, and the green square symbols denote the couch repositioning events determined by simultaneous MV-kV triangulation. AMI indicates adaptive monitoring and intervention; IMRT, intensity-modulated radiation therapy; NI, no intervention; PMI, periodic monitoring and intervention.](10.1177_1533033819844489-fig2){#fig2-1533033819844489}

Patient-Specific Results {#section9-1533033819844489}
------------------------

The percentage of overthreshold time was calculated for each track and then averaged for each patient. In general, the results show similar trend for IMRT and VMAT. Without intrafraction intervention, the percentage of overthreshold time increases with setup delay as shown in [Table 2](#table2-1533033819844489){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Patient-Specific Percentage of Over-3 mm Time Using NI Strategy With Different Setup Delays.

![](10.1177_1533033819844489-table2)

  Setup Delay (sec)                                                                         30                60                  120                 180
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------- ------------------- -------------------
  Percentage of overthreshold time, mean (standard deviation), max, (%)   IMRT              6.9 (7.1), 33.1   8.2 (8.5), 44.0     9.3 (10.4), 66.3    19.0 (22.3), 70.0
  VMAT                                                                    7.1 (7.2), 31.1   8.5 (8.7), 42.9   11.3 (12.0), 66.8   17.0 (19.3), 77.3   

Abbreviations: IMRT, intensity-modulated radiation therapy; NI, no intervention; VMAT, volumetric-modulated arc therapy.

As shown in [Tables 3](#table3-1533033819844489){ref-type="table"} and [4](#table4-1533033819844489){ref-type="table"}, compared with the NI strategy, the use of low-frequency PMI strategy approximately reduces the percentage of overthreshold time by half. At the cost of more imaging dose, high-frequency PMI strategy gives further but moderate improvement to the performance. Adaptive monitoring and intervention strategy provides the best performance with the mean percentage of overthreshold time \<1% and the maximum \<3% for both IMRT and VMAT scenarios.

###### 

Patient-Specific Results of AMI and PMI Motion Management Strategies With Manual or Automatic Correction for 5-Field IMRT Simulation.^a^

![](10.1177_1533033819844489-table3)

  IMRT               Percentage of Over-3 mm Time (%)   Mean RMS Error (mm)   Number^b^ of kV-on per Track   Number^b^ of Intervention per Track                       
  ------------------ ---------------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------------- ----- ------------- ------
  PMI1^c^ + manual   3.9 ± 4.1                          12.6                  1.2 ± 0.2                      2                                     2     0.08 ± 0.13   0.35
  PMI1 + auto        2.7 ± 3.9                          10.9                  1.0 ± 0.2                      2                                     2     0.06 ± 0.08   0.23
  PMI2^d^ + manual   3.8 ± 2.4                          8.9                   1.5 ± 0.3                      4                                     4     0.09 ± 0.16   0.43
  PMI2 + auto        1.8 ± 2.2                          6.4                   1.2 ± 0.4                      4                                     4     0.08 ± 0.15   0.39
  AMI + auto         0.6 ± 1.0                          2.7                   0.3 ± 0.1                      0.9 ± 0.9                             2.7   0.7 ± 0.8     2.3

Abbreviations: AMI, adaptive monitoring and intervention; IMRT, intensity-modulated radiation therapy; PMI, periodic monitoring and intervention; RMS, root mean square.

^a^The delays for manual and auto corrections are assumed to be 30 and 1 second, respectively.

^b^Setup imaging and correction were not counted in the last 2 columns.

^c^PMI1: imaging before the first, third, and fifth field, corresponding to 1 imaging per 110 (80) seconds with manual (auto) correction.

^d^PMI2: imaging before each field, corresponding to 1 imaging per 70 (40) seconds with manual (auto) correction.

###### 

Patient-Specific Results of AMI and PMI Motion Management Strategies With Manual or Automatic Correction for Dual-Arc VMAT Simulation.^a^

![](10.1177_1533033819844489-table4)

  VMAT               Percentage of Over-3 mm Time (%)   Mean RMS error (mm)   Number^b^ of kV-on per Track   Number^b^ of Intervention per Track                       
  ------------------ ---------------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------------- ----- ------------- ------
  PMI1^c^ + manual   4.7 ± 4.6                          14.4                  1.2 ± 0.2                      1                                     1     0.04 ± 0.05   0.15
  PMI1 + auto        3.0 ± 4.0                          11.5                  1.0 ± 0.2                      1                                     1     0.04 ± 0.06   0.16
  PMI2^d^ + manual   3.7 ± 5.3                          14.8                  1.4 ± 0.2                      3                                     3     0.07 ± 0.12   0.32
  PMI2 + auto        1.7 ± 2.2                          6.3                   1.0 ± 0.3                      3                                     3     0.07 ± 0.07   0.23
  AMI + auto         0.4 ± 0.7                          1.8                   0.3 ± 0.1                      1.2 ± 1.0                             3.4   0.8 ± 0.8     2.5

Abbreviations: AMI, adaptive monitoring and intervention; VMAT, volumetric-modulated arc therapy; PMI, periodic monitoring and intervention; RMS, root mean square.

^a^The setup delays for manual and auto corrections are assumed to be 30 and 1 seconds, respectively.

^b^Setup imaging and correction were not counted in the last 2 columns.

^c^PMI1: imaging before each arc, corresponding to 1 imaging per 122 (92) seconds with manual (auto) correction.

^d^PMI2: imaging before and at the middle of each arc, corresponding to 1 imaging per 86 (56) seconds with manual (auto) correction.

In VMAT simulation, on average, the AMI strategy takes about only 1 kV imaging per fraction to achieve mean and maximum over-3 mm time of 0.4% and 1.8% (the last row in [Table 4](#table4-1533033819844489){ref-type="table"}), respectively. In contrast, with 1 kV imaging at the middle of the treatment, that is, with similar imaging dose, the low frequency PMI strategy only achieved the mean over-3 mm time of 4.7%/3.0% and the maximum of 14.4%/11.5% with manual/auto correction (the first 2 rows in [Table 4](#table4-1533033819844489){ref-type="table"}), respectively.

Discussion {#section10-1533033819844489}
==========

This study simulated fixed-gantry IMRT and VMAT treatment of prostate cancer with different imaging-based motion management strategies.

No intervention strategy with manual setup correction is the most commonly used in current clinical practice. Our results show that its performance has a significant negative correlation with the setup delay. For some patients, the target stays outside the 3 mm margin for the majority of the time, which is clinically unacceptable when tight margin (3 mm or less) is used. This is not only due to the error between the displacement detected by setup imaging and the actually corrected displacement by couch shift but also due to the involuntary physiological motion that increases as the treatment time increases. The setup delay of 30 seconds (from the setup imaging to the beginning of the beam delivery) used in our simulation for manual motion compensation is likely to be the fastest possible in clinical practice, therefore our simulation represents the best accuracy achievable without intrafraction motion management. A previous prostate motion management study reported the median of setup delay was 6 minutes and 40 seconds in their clinical settings.^[@bibr1-1533033819844489]^ They suggested that, if intrafraction motion is not managed, the posterior PTV margin needs to increased by 2 mm for every additional 5 minute whole treatment duration to ensure 95% of the dose is delivered to the target. Our study verified their finding and suggested that NI strategy is not clinically appropriate if a tight margin is used.

For PMI strategy, the choice of the period of imaging is crucial. Curtis *et al* ^[@bibr12-1533033819844489]^ suggested that imaging every 240 seconds for 3 mm PTV margin can cover the target for 95% of the treatment time. They assumed that the prostate displacement was corrected instantaneously at the imaging time. Practically, to achieve adequate coverage, the imaging interval of 240 seconds may not be adequate if correction delay is taken into account. Using higher imaging and intervention frequency can theoretically improve the motion management performance because it is more likely to capture and correct large displacement in time. However, with manual intervention even at a short 30 seconds delay, the benefit of more frequent imaging may be heavily compromised. As shown in [Tables 3](#table3-1533033819844489){ref-type="table"} and [4](#table4-1533033819844489){ref-type="table"}, the PMI2 + manual strategy did not significantly outperform the PMI1 + manual. Besides, more manual interventions prolong the treatment time. In practice, manual intrafraction intervention delay can be 104 (± 50) seconds with Calypso real-time tracking system^[@bibr18-1533033819844489]^ and much longer (∼400 seconds) with image-based correction.^[@bibr1-1533033819844489]^ With such a delay, it is practically not possible to achieve the desired target coverage by manual periodic surveillance imaging. Therefore, shortening the intrafraction intervention delay is essential for applying high imaging frequency PMI strategies.

However, even with the automatic couch correction (1 second correction delay) and 80 seconds imaging interval, which is much shorter than the 240 seconds suggested by Curtis *et al*,^[@bibr12-1533033819844489]^ the maximal patient-specific percentage of over-3 mm time with PMI is 10.9% (the second row in [Table 3](#table3-1533033819844489){ref-type="table"}) for IMRT and 11.5% for VMAT (the second row in [Table 4](#table4-1533033819844489){ref-type="table"}). That is, the PMI strategy is never able to effectively deal with the large intrafraction motion in some patients, and the patients with high percentages of overthreshold time are exactly the patients who need effective motion management. The reason, on one hand, is that a generic preset imaging interval that could achieve desirable target coverage for all patients might not exist. On the other hand, this is due to the inherent limitation of PMI strategies, that is, the motion management system is blind during the beam delivery. In addition, the last 2 columns of PMI strategies in [Tables 3](#table3-1533033819844489){ref-type="table"} and [4](#table4-1533033819844489){ref-type="table"} indicate that only a small fraction (less than 5%) of intrafraction kV imaging detected true overthreshold displacement. Thus the imaging dose was not efficiently utilized.

Compared with the CMI and PMI methods, the novelty of the proposed AMI strategy is that it treats the monitoring issue in an adaptive manner, making the motion compensation more efficient and reducing unnecessary imaging dose. For the IMRT protocol, compared with higher imaging frequency manual PMI strategy, the AMI strategy reduced the maximum percentage of overthreshold time from 8.9% to 2.7% with only one-third of the imaging dose of the former. And for the VMAT protocol, it was from 14.8% to 1.8% with only a quarter of the imaging dose. It can be inferred from the last row of [Tables 3](#table3-1533033819844489){ref-type="table"} and [4](#table4-1533033819844489){ref-type="table"} that averagely about 78% (0.7/0.9) kV images for IMRT simulation and 67% (0.8/1.2) kV images for VMAT simulation were able to capture true large displacement and trigger autocorrection. This demonstrates that the imaging dose utilization efficiency is high with AMI strategy.

Potential problems for cine-MV imaging-based intrafraction monitoring include the multi-leaf collimator (MLC) blockage and target detection (marker-based^[@bibr20-1533033819844489]^ or soft tissue feature-based^[@bibr21-1533033819844489]^) in low-contrast MV images. To deal with the MLC blockage, Ma *et al* ^[@bibr22-1533033819844489]^ proposed a fiducial blockage avoidance strategy in treatment planning phase, and Zhao *et al* ^[@bibr23-1533033819844489]^ developed a leaf-setting algorithm that generates leaf trajectories for dynamic MLCs to achieve maximal marker visibility. For low-contrast marker detection in cine MV images, we previously developed a fast real-time marker tracking algorithm based on discrimination analysis and mean-shift feature space analysis and achieved a tracking error of approximately 0.5 mm.^[@bibr24-1533033819844489]^ We also developed a markerless tissue-feature detection algorithm for soft tissue positioning based on the identification and auto-association of tissue features contained in the projection images by using scale-invariant feature transform descriptor and showed that the clinical results were promising with the mean error less than 0.5 mm.^[@bibr20-1533033819844489]^ In addition, recent techniques such as MV short-arc digital tomosynthesis can be used to improve the quality of MV images.^[@bibr21-1533033819844489]^ Besides, in order to fully integrate AMI into clinical practice, interfaces from the linac manufacturers are also needed so that real-time image processing for target/marker detection, real-time control of the MV and kV image acquisition, and real-time control of couch motion can be implemented on the treatment machine.

In our simulations, we assume the motion pattern is not affected by interventions (e.g., couch shifts). However, interventions do have the possibility to cause prostate motion because they are stimuli to the patients. Although AMI attempts to compensate all overthreshold displacements regardless of their sources, too many interventions may disturb the patients and cause additional motion. Making the couch shift more smoothly instead of an abrupt motion and educating the patients to relax while refraining from voluntary motion may be helpful to eliminate/reduce patients' reactions to the interventions. A prospective study is required to further evaluate the actual performance of the adaptive protocol in clinical settings and analyze patients' reactions to the automatic motion compensation.

Intrafraction motion management with the proposed AMI strategy is more important for stereotactic radiotherapy than conventional fractionated regimens due to higher delivery accuracy requirement. Adaptive imaging is also expected to be useful for conventional fractionated radiotherapy, although smearing the dose in many fractions may alleviate the requirement of delivery accuracy. For conventional fractionated radiotherapy, larger correction thresholds may be used to balance the motion management complexity versus the targeting accuracy. Detailed dosimetric studies are needed to decide the detection and action thresholds appropriate for different applications, similar to the approach suggested in the study by Zhang *et al*.^[@bibr25-1533033819844489]^

Conclusions {#section11-1533033819844489}
===========

Real-time motion monitoring is essential for prostate motion management and it can be implemented by our adaptive imaging method with low imaging dose. Automatic intervention outperforms manual intervention because it minimizes the time from the detection of an overthreshold event to the execution of motion correction (therefore minimizes the possible additional displacement) and shortens the overall treatment duration. Adaptive imaging combined with automatic motion compensation is more beneficial in terms of target coverage than manual periodic imaging surveillance with similar or even less imaging dose. This finding can be used to guide clinical motion management practice and development.
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AMI

:   adaptive monitoring and intervention

AP

:   anterior--posterior

CMI

:   continuous monitoring and intervention

IMRT

:   intensity-modulated radiation therapy

NI

:   no intervention

PMI

:   periodic monitoring and intervention

SI

:   superior--inferior

VMAT

:   volumetric-modulated arc therapy

PTV

:   planning target volume.
